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Monday, May 31, 2021
It was reported sometime between 6:45 PM on May 30 and 12:00 PM on May 31, an
unknown offender removed a part from a vehicle parked in the 1000 block of South
Williams Street. The loss is unknown at this time. (WSPC2100802)
It was reported sometime between 9:00 PM on May 30 and 3:00 PM on May 31, an
unknown offender removed a part from a vehicle parked in the 800 block of South
Adams Street. The loss is $1,500. (WSPC2100804)
Tuesday, June 1, 2021
It was reported sometime overnight on May 30, an unknown offender removed a part
from a vehicle parked in the 1000 block of South Williams Street. The loss is $1,000.
(WSPC2100810)
At approximately 5:00 PM, officers responded to the 100 block of Ainslie Drive for the
report of unknown teenagers that attempted to take a bicycle from a juvenile. The
juvenile received cuts and scrapes when they fell off their bicycle. (WSPC2100814)
Wednesday, June 2, 2021
It was reported sometime between 5:30 PM on May 29 and 10:00 AM on June 1, an
unknown offender removed a part from a vehicle parked in the 800 block of South
Williams Street. The loss is $2,800. (WSPC2100817)
It was reported sometime overnight, an unknown offender removed a part from a

vehicle parked in the 0-100 block of West 60th Street. The loss is unknown at this time.
(WSPC2100819)
At approximately 11:49 PM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 1000 block of South
Williams Street for a moving violation. Officers arrested Juan Maya-Gomez, male, age
23, of 320 Woodbury Court, Schaumburg, for driving under the influence of alcohol. He
was also charged with resisting a peace officer. He was cited for illegal screeching of
tires, not having a working license plate light and driving with a suspended drivers
license. He was released on his own recognizance. (WSPC2100821)
Thursday, June 3, 2021
At approximately 2:27 AM, officers responded to the 6700 block of Tudor Lane for a
well-being check. Officers located a child alone outside a residence. Officers were able
to contact the child’s mother who returned to the residence. Officers arrested Erica
Gardner, female, age 37, of 6707 Tudor Lane, Westmont, for contributing to the
dependency and neglect of a minor. She was released on her own recognizance.
(WSPC2100823)
Friday, June 4, 2021
At approximately 12:06 AM, officers responded to a business located in the 800 block of
Pasquinelli Drive for a theft. An unknown offender stole a stroller and suitcase case left
in a hallway. The loss is $278. (WSPC2100830)
It was reported sometime overnight unknown offenders vandalized a park located in the
100 block of North Park Street. The loss is $750. (WSPC2100832)
At approximately 1:45 PM, officers responded to the 400 block of West 59th Street for
the report of vandalism. Unknown offenders damaged a putting green, tee box and golf
cart. The loss is $200. (WSPC2100834)
At approximately 10:38 PM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 6500 block of Cass
Avenue for an equipment violation. Officers arrested Alexandria Wertelka, female, age
29, of 530 Maple Lane, Darien, for driving with a suspended license. She was cited for
improper lighting. She was released on her own recognizance. (WSPC2100836)

Saturday, June 5, 2021
It was reported sometime overnight an unknown offender shattered a window of a
vehicle parked in the 100 block of East DesMoines. The loss is unknown at this time.
(WSPC2100838)
Sunday, June 6, 2021
At approximately 5:23 AM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 300 block of East 55th
Street for a vehicle that had been reported stolen from Bolingbrook. Officers arrested
Jesus Rios Escobedo, male, age 19, of 398 Deering Lane, Bolingbrook, for possession
of a stolen motor vehicle. He was cited for speeding and no insurance. He was
transported to DuPage County Jail for a bond hearing. (WSPC2100843)
At approximately 6:03 PM, officers responded to a motor vehicle accident in the 400
block of West 63rd Street. Officers arrested Yecsarely Palacios Villegas, female, age 33,
of 530 North Mill Road, Addison, for driving with a suspended license. She was cited for
failure to reduce speed to avoid an accident and not properly securing a child under the
age of 8. She also had two outstanding traffic warrants which she posted a bond of 10%
of $3,000 on each before being released. There were no injuries reported in the
accident. (WSPC2100846)

NOTE: IN ALL INCIDENTS WHERE AN ARREST OCCURRED, A CHARGE IS MERELY AN
ACCUSATION AND THE ARRESTED PERSON IS PRESUMED INNOCENT UNLESS
PROVEN GUILTY.
###

